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ADDRESS BY DR. GIORA JOSEPHTHAL 

A. J.D . C. COUNTRY DIRECTORS CONFERENCE 
Paris , October 18, 1953 

Mr . Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen : I am very thankful to you for giving 
me the opportunity to report to JDC rs 8nnual Directors' Conference about the 
economic and social problems of Israel today. The close cooperation between 
JDC, the Jewish Agency and the Government of Israel since the end of World 
War II in tryL'llg to bring a solution to the burning problems of suffering 
Jews is one of' the outstanding characteristics of Jewish life today. The 
task of rescuing and rehabilitating Jews which has been accomplished so far 
by our combined efforts in the last 8 years could never have been accom
plished by one of our organizations alone. I think Jewish history will 
give us credit for the approach of statesmanship and respon::i ibili ty shown dur:ing 
those years of coordinated efforts . It was one of the tragedies of Jewish 
history during thousands of years that even in times of disaster the splitting 
and partisand forces were str onger than the for ces of national unity anc in
tegration. Future generations will not say about us that we repeated the 
mistakes made during the times when the Second Temple was destr oyed. 

The cooperation between JDC and the Jewish Agency bas to continue in many 
countries for many years to come . I am sure that both of our organizations 
Will feel the responsibility and overcome minor difficulties as long as 
Jewish fate demands continuation of our work . 

In reporting to you today I want to speak to a partner and friend who has 
to know achievements and failures , and riaybe that in thinking together in 
a spirit of respect and criticism we will reduce the difficulties still in 
our way. 

During the five years of the Stat e ' s existence the Jewi sh population of 
Israel has grown by 125 percent. After the decrease of immigration in 1952 
and 1953 we can see more clearly the pr oblems still existing in connection 
with the economic and social task laid upon us by this increase of population. 
During the years of mass :immigration we were like the family moving in a 
hurry from one flat to another, just putting the furniture somewhere in the 
nev flat in the hope of re- arranging it by the time the pressure would be 
over. 

Our oconomic pr oblems may be expressed in two facts . 

First, only one fifth of our needs in foreign currency is at present covered 
by our exports and we need 250 million dollars per annum. 

Second, the huge discrepancy between consumption and production gi ves the 
basis to the inflationary situation in which the country finds itself today. 

The slogan for the State rs economy in the future is : less consum.ption and 
less imports , more production and more exports . 
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Technically speaking, wre are in the middle of a policy of deflation decided 
upon by our Government in February 1952. 

There is a short- term policy of deflation .fought with the well tested weapons 
used all over the world : no treasury bills , rationing, eliminating surplus 
money by heavy taxatio!l, restricting credits by demanding high liquidity f r om 
the banks . 

After well over a year of' deflationary policy we see some positi ve results : 
scarcity of money in circulation has resulted in a considerable shrinkage in 
the demand for consumer goods . In connection with this, imports have decreased 
considerably (by 17%) in comparison with last year. 

Hor.Never, one of the results of our deflationary policy is the rise in unemploy
ment, at times of considerable proportions , though miti gated from time to time 
through tmemployment relief works undertaken under the pressure of public 
opinion in contrast to the purpose of t he new economic policy, 

The long- term oolicy fighting inflation is only one: increasing production 
by intensive development and transforming our newcomers from consumers to 
producers . Last year we saw an increased effort on the part of producers and 
a considerablo rise (20%) in industrial and other exports . 

On the total, we reduced our unfavorable trade balance by nearly one third 
since February 1952. Increases of production must be concentrated in two 
fields : agriculture and LTldustry. 

It may be said that Israel's progress in the f iold of agriculture is greater 
than could be expected. Tilere is an increase o'f 144% of Jews earning their 
living in agriculture from the beginning of the State as compared with the 
overall increase of population of 125%. Our progress in industry is only 
76% and we cannot be satisfied with the r esults achieved till now in this 
field. It would be unjust , however, to put those two figures - 144% increase 
in agriculture and 76% increase in industry - before you without any explana
tion. Our experience in agriculture up to the beginning of the State gave us 
a basis for further work. Agricultural planning uas developed already when 
the State was founded, and specially research on water resources was started 
by international, mostly American, experts, in 1942. Industrial research, 
specially research on the national rosources in the Negev, was only started 
in 1949. Until now we cannot come to conclusions in some fields with regard 
to our potential mineral wealth. 

During the next year or two the increase in agricultural production will be 
larger than the increase in indust rial production, as planning is f s.r advanced, 
and as less initial mistakes will be made in this field. You may sey that 
Rebbe gelt was already paid, 

Three problems of our agricultural development have to be tackled more thoroughly 
this year : 
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(1) The J66 settlements fo1.lllded since the beginning of the State have to get 
their full budget. We hope that nearly 60 of them will earn their living by 
the end of 1954 and will not be dependent arry mor e on public investments . That 
means mostly en1arging the irrigated area in the settlements , and to a lesser · 
degree enlarging their living stock. 

(2) Our youngest settlements, especially the 46 founded during 1953, have to 
increase or start the production of agricultural products which up till now 
have not been developed enough in our country. We have to switch f r om vege
tables and potatoes , from poultry and dairy products which are sufficientl y 
produced for the existing population, to sugarbeets , oil seeds, cotton and 
grain. These new branches of agriculture demand more water and more land, 
but less machinery and less investment of manpower per dunam. That means that 
irrigation is once more the key to the development of our new agriculture. 

In the field of irri gation I think our program during 1953 was more than sati s
factory. In the middle of 1952 wo put before UJA and boforo ourselves a 
program of adding 1001 000 dunams per year of irrigated area and take as a basis 
that one irrigated dtmam gi ves enough food for one person . This year we added 
1.20, 000 and wo hope that during next year we can even come up to a figure of 
150, 000 dunams in one year. We are working on tho s ix distr ict irrigation 
schemes which demand an investment per yoar of IL 20 milli on for three or four 
years to come. In the Yarkon Negev schema, tho biggest ono among those, we are 
well ahead of schedule. Tho purpose of those scheI!les is to bring water from a 
distance of 10 - 30 miles f r om tho wator source to the plot to be iITigated. 
A.fter finishing those six s chemes we will have enough water for providing Isr ael ' s 
agricultural needs as seen today. 

3) The third :problem is agricultural manpower. We have 101 000 unemployed nov. 
Their number may increase to 15, 000 till the end of 1953. 5, 000 families per 
year to settle on the land is the mi.'l'limul:!!. needed today and we have to get vol
unteers for settling on the land. lie cannot get than only by propaganda or ad
ministrative pressure. We have to make our new settlements attractive so that 
thair standard of life can be compared with the stand.a.rd of life in towns and 
older settlements, E1nd we have to givo thom security. That moons that non
agricultural investments in settlecents {roade , !onces , transport faciliti es) 
and educational services have to be increased. 

Our efforts in the field of industry will be concentrated on enlarging the ex
port industries , specially textiles, citrus fruit products and diamonds , and 
the development of potash production and f'er tilizers and chemicals in the Negev. 
These two branches of minerals in the Negev are already in the state of actual 
devel opment. In the field of copper we are starting the first pilot plant 
this year; in the :field of iron and oil wo have still to continue with research 
work, and cannot add any final opinion about our natural resources. 

Taking all tboso econotlc remarks together, I cannot say when we will be abl e 
to balance our foroign trade. It is no use r.aking estil::!.atoa of six or twelve 
years ahead at a time when we cannot be sure of getting the necessary investment 
capital even in the next two years . 
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I lmow that you are primarily interested in the social problems connected 
w"ith the mass immigration to Israel, but social work i s partly a function 
of the general economl:c situation of a country, and I thought it necessary 
to give a general view of the economic background before I remark upon our 
social problems . 

The Minister of Finance in introducing the budget on behalf of the Government 
this year said: 11We have over- expanded our services and we mu.st freeze or 
even contract them during the next few years" . This sentence is characteristic 
of the approach of deflationary policy to social expenses . The discussion is 
not about what is necessary, but about what we can afford. 

The first problera we had to deal with was the problem of housing. When we 
started in the middle of 1950 to transfer the nawcomers f r om cam:µ3 in which 
they got the whole of their r.iaintenance, to provisi onal housing facilities 
called 'maabarot f where :they had to oarn their living them.selves , we had 
nearly 1001 000 frrirlgrants in tents . At the end of 1951, with the additional 
175, 000 ilimrlgrants coming during that yeer, ue had 200, 000 in tents, in 
aluminium. and canvas huts . During the last 18 months we pulled the tents down 
and erected cel!lent houses or wooden huts instead. 20, 000 families were trans
ferred from tents to those houses . We still have maabarot, but they are 
built without tents, and their population has decreased. The urgent housing 
problem today co:ipriaes 100, 000 poople - roughly 20, 000 families who are 
living in canvas or aluminiUI!l huts. Last year there were 34, 0CX> families, 
which means that in oxactly ono year we solved a bit more than one third of 
the problem, and according to the present. rate of building we my liquidate 
this problem within two years . After those two years 201 000 families will 
still be in wooden huts , where they can live for an additional four or five 
years or more without endangering their heal th and creating additional social 
problems . It is the opinion of our Governnent that increased activiti es in 
the field of housing would oean an increase of inflation, as no trade goods 
for local consumption or export are created by additional houses , Urgent as 
this proble~ is , it cannot get first priority, but has to give way to the pro
blems of enlarging agriculture and industry. 

The housing problem noy be divided into two; where to build and how to build. 

When the State of Israel. was founded, 84% of the Jewish population were on 
the sea shore, that means in the t!est of our country, leaving the Northern 
and Southern and ~rn borders nearly uninha'-ited by Jews , and 64% of the 
Jews were living in7three big towns, Tel-aviv, Haifa and Jerusalen. It was 
OlU' problem. to go to the uninhabited areas and create new settleIJents ll?ld 
villages all over the land. When we will nunber 2 trillion Jews (we are coning 
near to it) we want 20% in the South and the Negev, and 25% in the North, for 
instance Galilee and the Valley of Yezreel. He have good hopes of reaching 
this ai.I:i as f ar as the South and the Negev are concerned. We are still behind 
schedule as far as Galil.ee is concerned, in spite of the increase in popula
tion there. In redU]'.~8' the town population fron 64% frora the beginning of 
the state to 44%/lfle still cannot say that the population is uell distribut,ed, 
but a great deal has been achieved in this field during the past five years . 
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The question of how to build has only one answer: building houses \lith the 
maxim.um of local materials. In tines of emergency 'We had to import wood or 
wooden houses in order to give the immigrant a roof over his head; there 
were times when we had to buy tents at very high prices . Building with local 
cement and local stone is the only way open to us now. It is an expensive 
way in local currency and it cannot bring us as quick a solution as we would 
have wanted. 

The pressure fron amongst our innnigrants to improve their housing conditions 
is 1 I'm sorry to say, very small. More than 80% of the inmates of maabarot 
came from non-European countries and are used to a housing standard not au
ceptable to us. S0t1e of the~ are unable and some of them unwilling to pay 
rents and decrease their food budget . The desire for better housing has to 
be developed amongst them. We know that as long as they are not properly 
housed, they won't feel like citizens of our country. 'Ihey even enlarge the 
problems created by an ~gration fron 50 countries by the feeling that houses 
are for Europeans and maabarot for non- Europeans . We cannot come to a feeling 
of national unity as long as special social problems are connected only with 
special parts of the Jewish people; it is this which nakes the housing problem 
more important than even some of our inm..igrants feel today. 

Housing is ,QS£ of the social problems of our country. The whole scope of 
social problel!lS can only be seen if you bear in mind the l:asic social facts 
connected with mass immigration f'rom backward countries. European immigrants 
were the first to Gome after the foundation of the State. Irmdgrants from 
Asia and Africa were the last ones, and this is an additional reason for the 
lack of actual absorption on their part. The characteristics of the immigrants 
frOI!l Africa and Asia were: 

(1) that it i..ras an ilm!J.igration of three generations. The whole family came 
together: grandparents , parents and children, and they had to be absorbed as 
big families with only one potential breadwinner in the average for 4 - 5 
persons . 

(2) lack of professional training. 

(3) lack of Zionist education, which means education for work, especially 
agricultural vork1 Hebrew and the feeling of unity of the Jewish people. 

(4) a patriarchal family structure, which means little or no rights for the 
children or the wonen, all power being vested in the father . 

These questions cannot be solved in a few years . They are a task for a genera
tion or two. We had to find a system of educational approach in order to 
ensure that the second generation will reach the standards expected by f!Very 
one of us . 

The most important step taken was expressed in the compulsory educational law 
passed by the Knesset in September 1949. This law' establishes universal, free 
and compulsory primary education for all children from the age of 5 to the 
age of 14. 
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May I give you a few figures in order to show the importance of' this achieve
ment . Kindergartens increased frm 17, 000 to 75,000 since the beginning of 
the State, which means an increase of 240%. Children in elementary schools 
increased fra:i 71, 000 to 215, 000, which is an increase of 200%. You may imagine 
what a task it was for us to put an additional l.40,000 children to school, and 
we had to find and to produce 101 000 new teachers in those five years of the 
existence 0£ the State. 

However , there are still deficiencies . Not all of the parents are sending 
their children to school despite the fines for disobeying the law. In immi
grant settlements we have full control of the children, and there are nearly 
no absentoes , but in immigrant towns lfre RaIJloh, Lydda, Beersheba and Ifigdal 
the figure of absentees runs between 15% and 28% of the children, and we cannot 
provide a sufficient staff of social workers ~' I must say, of police to get 
i'ull control of all the children. 

You tiay well il!lagine that we had to build a very large nlltlber of transitory 
classes , as we got children of the age o£ 10 or 12 who could not read or write 
and could not go to the classes of their age. Only 70% of the children now at 
school will have finished at the age of l4 eight school classes . The other 
30% will have finished 5-7 . 

In recruiting the necessary teaching staff we had to take graduates of secon
dary schools, who had no or insufficient additional training. It will take 
an additional three years to staff all schools with certified teachers . 

The social backwardness of our :immigrants is expressed most strikingly by 
their enrollment, or I should say lack of enrollment in secondary schools . 
Secondary, including agricultural and professional schools provide education 
for one third of the youth in the appropriate age groups of Israel. Although 
new immigrants comprise more than half of tlle population of Israel, they con
stitute only 10% in secondary schools , 23% in professional schools, but 63% in 
agricultural schools . 'l'he Jewish Agency nade a decisive step this year for 
the first ti.me in allocating a budget for secondary school scholarships for 
childron o£ new i.mm.i8rants with the condition that 7CJI, of th~ have to c01:1e 
fro~ Asia or Af'!-ican countries . By proooting education for these neglected 
elements of the Jewish people ue hope to achieve a better balance between the 
various cultural levels • 

Still the most important activity in this field is Youth Aliyah uhich can speak 
of 34, 000 graduates and 13, 000 children now under training since the beginning 
of tbe State. Yout~ Aliyah is the basis of productive education of ~ant 
youth now taking a large share of its children from maabarot . 

The internal structure of the imnigrant facl.ly from backward countries demands 
special protective neasures which guard the child against premature work, 
truancy frOI!l. school and protection against the father of the fami.Jy who often 
does not let the child even have his proper share of food. The importance of 
kindergartens, for example, in Israel is not that the children are under proper 
health conditions and acquire education and discipline, but that they get one 
or h-10 neais there and have corners for themselves. The itn:dgrants from 
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backward countries are not used to the idea that a child has a life of its 
own, and they like children to behave like grown- up people. Toys are unknown 
in those countries, and things natural to us are detested by them, There is 
a Yemenite saying: •ryou are lying like a child", and they cannot imagine 
that the children' s world of imagination needs its own outlet. :Bodily pun.iah
ment of children is wide-spread. The Yel!l.enite mother bringing her child to 
the Cheder at the age of 3 or 4, says to the Cheder teacher: 11I am bringing 
you meat. Return to me bones 11 . 

By providing the educational framework of kindergartens and schools we are 
making the decisive step towards the rehabilitation of our people, but I'm 
sure that we have to continue learning in this field for many years to come. 

We cannot make out a definite progral!l. for the coming years in this field, but 
I think it is a minimum to increase secondary education per year by two thousand 
and it is a m.in:1mum to promise a place 1n kindergartens and el0I:lentary schools 
for every child in the proper age group. 

May I add a few words about health and social services . The progress in the 
field of health services has been very- satisfactory since 1950. The situation 
in general hospitalization, despite the fact that we lost the big Hadassah 
Hospit~l in Jerusalem, impr oved from year to year, and Israel now has seven 
hospital beds per thousand of population. But ye have to take into account 
th.at owing to prini ti-ve housing conditions people who normally stay in bed 
at hone with mllior diseases , have to go to hospital because they cannot be 
treated at hone. 

The outstanding achiev9Jllent is the providing of hospital care for TB patients , 
which was carried out by Malben. I a:::. not speaking of the activities of 
Malben in Israel and its part in social work as I am sure that Charld.e Passman 
will cover this subject. 

During the years of nass ir;mdgrgtion the infant :mortality rate, especially 
fron the backward countries, was unusually high. At a time when the general 
infant mortality rate in Israel was 45 per 10007 we had up to 165 cases amongst 
the innigrants . Last ye~r the noroal death rate in Tarael vas 3S1 and the 
death rate 8Iilong iru:rl.grants 63 , which neans that it is still 6(1/, higher aI!longst 
iD!nigrants than amongst the total populcti.on of Israel. The decrease in the 
mortality rate is obvious 1 but still not yet completely satisfactory. We 
have to extend the special Mother and Child services to all our new settle
::::ients 1 erecting 260 new stations during the next 5 years . Let ne say about 
Malben only one word. 

I cannot imagine where we would now stand without Halben. The fear of TB, 
the unhospitalized bedridden chronic invalids , the blind, the old- aged per
sons , nuz;ierous unrehabili tated invalids, in sutJ., the suffering of thousands 
of bun.an beings in Israel would have continued had it not been for Malben. 
Othenrise, the State of Israel and the Jewish Agency would have to do the 
work and would neglect thell' task of colonization and education. And it is 
not only what Malben has done, but how it was done. 
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May I be allowed to pay special tribute here to Charlie Passman. I know be 
would not allow mo to do it in Israel, but here I ' m your guest and he cannot 
interrupt. IIis energy, farsightedness , devotion and organizational talent 
make Malben one of the finest examples of world Je'Wl"Y'' s help. 

In giving you the picture of the present situetion, I wanted to stress the 
priority of needs existing today. Productiviaation of new immigrants and 
education of the second generation I!lUSt get first priority. The social ser
vices necessary to ease the burden on our newcomers can increase only steadily 
and slowly, without bringing new inflationary danger to our country. In view 
of the large number of social and hard core cases still not absorbed the Gov
e:.-III!lent of Israel and the Jewish Agency will stick to their principle of 
selective il:mrl.gration in the near future; that means, from all the countries 
in which there is no il!mdnent danger to the life of Jews, Israel will accept 
the healthy ones and those who have at least one able- bodied breadwinner in 
the family. From all the countries in which we see danger to the life or 
the Jew:Uil:mess of our brothers, like the Communist countries and the countries 
of the Arab League, we will take every Jew who can only manage to r each the 
shores of Israel. I a:m happy that this line of policy was accepted all aver 
the Jewish world. 

I will refrain from any valued judgments with regard to the various ethnic 
groups among the new imdgrants . We cannot make b1anket statements to the 
effect that this group is "bad11 or that group is "good11 • Each group, be
cause of its background, has its own special problems . All that we can do 
is to try to understand these problet!lS and adjust our educational technique 
accordingly. 

In measuring the present results I I!l8Y say that the best achievanents were 
reached by the Yenenites . The whole of Yemenite inmigration was 6. 5% of 
the llmdgration since the beginning of the State, but they built 13% of all 
our new settlements. North Africans, being 12%, built 12% of the settlements , 
and may I say in brackets that much injustice is done to theo by critics in 
and outside Israel, Persian imoigration, which is 3.5%, built 5% of our 
settlements , and much credit is due to the Kurdish element. The most tmsatis
factory situation is connected with Iraqi il:!migra.tion till now. 17% of these 
:in:migrants built 7% of our settlements, but it is our fault no less than 
theirs, since at the tine of their inraigration we could absorb thetl. only near 
the big towns and put theo mostly in maabarot in the non- rural. areas . Nou a 
great part of then does not want to leave D.nd go to the land. 

In describing these special problems of Jews from backward countries you may 
understand their psychological difficulties . Being on a lower standard than 
previous irmligrants , being the last ones to co41.e, they still have a feeling 
of discriE.ination, and it is quite natural that the unsuccessful ones among 
then feel nost strongly about it, The f'eeling of discrinination leads partzy 
to eoigration from Israel, am I cannot see how this can be avoided. The 
Jewish Agency still refuses to give special rights to people who threaten 
to eoigrate, as the danger of blackneiling will increase if ue should give 
way to their demands . Since the creation of the State, 34,000 enigrants 
have left us . Relativezy speaking, they are not a sizable group - only 
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4. 5% of the total number of i!:mdgrants . Nevertheless , the fact that they 
have left and others want to leave, show that our efforts of integration 
have not been entirely successful. 

The integration of inmigrants froo backward countries is threatened by a 
vast nuraber of obstacles. One of these obstacles in Israel is an assuoption 
on the part of Central and Eastern European .Tews that their way of life is 
11right 11 , and thet the other Jew should make an adjustnent to it as qui ckly 
as he can. It cannot be do11bted that a Jew froo an Asian or African country 
has as ouch to contribute to the new State as to receive f'rotl it, aiil coo
llDlnication with hio should be, as far as possible, a two-way affair. 

It is underst&ndable, on the other hand, that every part of the Jewish people 
has its own conception, according to the background of their country of origin, 
about the way of social life they would like to see in Israel, and there is 
even e kind of Jewish worship of sonething we called once very British -
0£ the conception of the white nan ' s burden. The gap between the newcooer 
and the old settler h:-?s not yet bean bridged. Our teachers, social workers , 
agricultural instructors , the so-called social instructor in our agricultural 
settlenent are the bridge botween the ne'W' imligronts and the old inhabitants 
of Isreal. If I take the figure of 25, 000 workers iD all those fields, I 
hope to be near tho truth. It is a trenendous task to recruit then. Our 
older s ottlar-ents gave the bost of their people and the-y are getting tired, 
During the lost years we started to utilize the sons and daughters of our 
old settlers as instructors, ond tho results ,justify this exparinent. 

The raost i!lportont function in this pressure cooker callod Israel is done by 
the Israel Defence /trcr;f. Here people fron all parts of the worl.d neat on an 
equal basis of rights and dutios , no natter how long they have been in Israel, 
The job dona by the A;rri_y with i."'.llli.grent youth during the 30 nonths of con
pulsory service cannot be wluod too highly. We could not ovon pronise the 
p:edoninanco of tho Hebrew language in Israel if the Ar:::ry ~;ould not train 
iI:Inigrant boys ru::rl girls in special courses . 

These aro tho difficulties boforo us . ~fo are not allowed to ronanticize and 
over-sinpli.fy our difficulties, but we are awaro that, in o youth-centered 
society like ours , b'.f educc.tion and training a practical. and spiritual trend 
will be found after o goner3tion or two and cccopted by the whole of the 
Nation. Our Rousseau- like belief in the healing power of contact with the 
soil, in the effectiveness of 11 go 0I:10ng the people" , was justified. Still, 
there is no place in the world whero a greater degree of variety of hunanity 
1s observable. 

We are still at the cross- roads between Westernization and Levantinization. 
Tho social and educational services of the State of Israel, and especially of 
the Isroel Defense ~r:Jy, and the transfer fron unproductive to productive 
work, will give results in creating the new society of Israel - but we should 
not expect a pre- fabricatod society. States cannot be nade, they I!IUSt grow. 
There is such a process as the insensible growth of civilizc.tion by snall, 
scarcely oeasurable steps . There nust be roots, growth, soil. There I:IUSt 
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be a tradional accur:rulation. ill those causes exist in their very beginning 
and built the society of Israel. We have great satisfaction from this be
ginning, We cannot have full satisfaction if we do not continue to put 
.all our heart and thoughts into the future devolopoont of the Israel societ~. 
More than 50 years of work in Israel gives us the right to believe that 
tho people and tho land will be created together. 

* * * * 
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